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RESOURCES FOR PSYCHOLOGY TEACHERS from APA  

 APA Commission on Accreditation COVID-19 updates  
The Commission on Accreditation is having discussions to formulate guidance regarding 
accreditation and OPCA staff are working to communicate this guidance as it is formulated. 

 COVID-19 Education FAQs  

Addressing issues affecting graduate students, postdocs, interns and faculty with supervision 
and training responsibilities. 

 
APA electronic resources available for distance learning  
Free access to a variety of books and other academic materials offered during shut-down 
period. 

APA offers free access to Publication Manual and other resources through May 25  
To support academic libraries and their many patrons, we are providing temporary free access 
to the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association (6th and 7th editions), 
the Concise Guide to APA Style, and more than 160 other books published by APA Books 
through VitalSource and RedShelf. 

 Advice for psychology supervisors and trainees on caring for patients during the COVID-19 
crisis  
As public health and education officials continue to monitor the spread of the coronavirus, here 
is advice for supervisors and trainees at psychology training programs on how to prepare for 
and adapt to fluctuating circumstances specific to patient care. 

 
COVID-19 relevant free journal articles  
This free collection includes relevant psychological research published across the APA Journals 
portfolio. We will update this collection on an ongoing basis. 

 Free CE series on telepsychology best practice  
For a limited time, APA'S four-part Continuing Education in Psychology series "Telepsychology 
Best Practice 101" is available free of charge.  

 Psychology lesson plans made available to all teachers by APA  
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, APA Teachers of Psychology in Secondary Schools 
(TOPSS) has made psychology unit lessons available freely for the benefit all teachers. 
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Conducting research during the COVID-19 pandemic  
Advice from psychological researchers on protecting participants, animals and research plans. 

 

Here are a few links to some resources I shared with my students.  

 

Resilience in Changing Times 

 

Healthy MInds 

 

How to Hold on to Happiness When Your World Collapses  

Sonja Lyubomirsky, Ph.D., is a social psychologist at the University of California, Riverside and author of The 

How of Happiness. 

 

Let It Ripple - A cool project that students may want to participate in and lots of other resources!!! 

Let it Ripple’s mission is to use film, technology, discussion materials, and live and virtual events to 

engage people in conversation and action around complicated subjects that are shaping our lives, 

and to update these topics through an engaging, accessible, 21st century lens. 

 

I use several of Tiffany Shlain’ s films in my classes so you might want to check out her films and the 

resources she has developed.  

 


